
 

 

Suggested topics: 

Character Based Leadership – this is best done with leadership in one group, subordinates in another group.  

This allows for more transparence and growth.  Each group would be 1.5 hours, with one team building 

exercise between.  Usually ends up being a total of 4 hours.  It is a great start to a yearlong program, can be 

split into quarterly trainings or half day. 

Values – Discovering your WHY – This starts with a discussion around what values motivate you and how 

that leads you to your WHY.  Your WHY is what then drives you to set goals, expectation and inspires you to 

action.  We then go through an exercise where you create action steps and a plan to make your WHY your 

REALITY. Can be 2-3 hours, depending on size of group. If small group, will include teambuilding exercise. 

Goal Setting/Planning – This is a great tool for teams that would like to move forward together.  We start with 

the actual goals, whether they are team goals or individual (this would be your choice) and move to working 

through obstacles, implementation, evaluation and redirection.  We end with setting up accountability, both self 

and partnered to instill lasting positive momentum.  Can be 2-4 hours, depending on size of group and what 

organization requests. If small group, will include teambuilding exercise. 

Team Building through Self-Care – Especially for busy, stressed offices.  This session includes self-

evaluation, discussion around obstacles, solution-based exercises that will teach, nurture and inspire team to 

practice better self-care to ensure more productive and meaningful action both at work and at home.  Leaves 

attendees with simple things they can do every day, from anywhere, to take better care of themselves every 

day. This is a 2-hour session. 

Sabotaging Your Success - Are you Sabotaging Your Own Success? This workshop will provide 

interactive learning to discuss the communication mishaps that strike when we are faced with fear , 

uncertainty and panic. One hour. 

Communicating with Multiple Generations in the  Workforce – This walks people through the 

best strategies organizations are using to navigate the turbulent waters of having 5 different 

generations in the workplace – a unique situation!  The data was all compiled by interviewing 

organizations to learn best practices and attempts at communication that didn’t have the intended 

results. This can be an engaging way to promote teamwork and inclusivity between a diverse 

team. One hour. 

Setting and Living by Your Intention – A great workshop with teambuilding built right in!  This 

workshop helps team discover what their intention is for the coming months.  As soul searching as 

they make it, the exercise helps bond people through common desires and goals.  The session 

ends with everyone creating a piece of jewelry or key chain with their “Word” stamped into it as a 

constant reminder and motivator.  Mostly runs 2 hours, depending on size of group. A fun choice 

for a group less than 15. There is an extra charge for materials, depending on number of people. 



Networking 101 - Whether you are new to business or just want to up your game, this session will give you 

some great tips on making that next mixer a big WIN!  Introvert?  No fear, we will share some great first steps 

you can take to help minimize that initial fear.  There will be time built in to practice these new skills throughout 

the conference as well! One Hour. 

Productivity for the 8% (Time Management) - Did you know that 8% of people that set goals actually 

achieve them?  Which group are you in?  In this workshop learn the secrets of the Uber-Successful.  You will 

walk away with tangible changes you can implement TODAY to start being more productive and on the way to 

your next Big Goal! One – 3 Hours, depending on organizational needs. 

Working with Boards – This is a great training for newer boards or boards that are experiencing some 

stagnation.  We review a Boards Roles and Responsibilities, basics to governing as a team, the ingredients to 

a good mission statement and aspects of a solid Strategic Plan.  This is a great workshop for board retreats or 

an onboarding meeting.  This is an overview, providing a good springboard for board discussion around what 

training they need and where their strengths are.  Three Hours 

Strategic Planning - Once you have your Mission/Value Statements, your Board of Directors and your staff all 

ready?  You start your Strategic Planning.  This workshop will guide the Board/ED through the planning 

process, including timelines and accountability.  Create a valuable structure in which your organization can 

move forward and see success.  Option for quarterly follow up to evaluate, tweak and move through 12 months 

of forward movement.  This is an individually created program, time will depend on organizational needs.   

Effective Communication – This is structured according to your organizations needs.  Do you have issues 

with delivering/receiving feedback?  Maybe inter-department communication is your issue?  Do a few negative 

people hold the rest of your team hostage?  This hour-long workshop will help your team understand the why’s 

of your communication deficit and provide solutions.  After an initial call to determine what your issue is, we will 

plan accordingly for a one-hour workshop. 

Sabotaging to Success – How communicating with intention can propel you forward. Are you Sabotaging 

your success and communication? This workshop starts with interactive learning discussing the 

communication mishaps that strike when we are faced with fear , uncertainty and panic. Learn 

habits to avoid and new skills to help turn the panic into focus. Then, delve into how setting your 

intention before you start to communicate – with yourself and others – will propel you forward and 

set you up for success! 2 Hours 

5 Hour Workday – You've heard the hype around the 5-hour Workday.  What is it, really?  Will it work for 

me?  Find out the truth around this Too Good to Be True concept!  You will walk away with a good idea about 

how to incorporate even SOME of this into your schedule, come out ahead and be left with time to dedicate to 

those things you think you just don't have time for!  One Hour 

Leadership Among You - We will look at the top 5 Leadership skills - how to recognize them and how to 

nurture them.  Attendees will leave the workshop with valuable insight into what they already have on their 

team and what they need to either hire for or nurture in their current employees. One Hour  

Investing in Your Employees - This training covers how managers can make thier team feel valued, provide 

quality recognition and be even more committed to reaching the organizational goals.  In turn, the organization 

benefits by not only reaching those goals, but also having committed, loyal and productive employees that are 

happy to come to work every day.  This continues to benefit both the organization and the employees and 

those they serve by continually attracting more committed and loyal employees. 2 hours 

Don’t see what you need?  High Ground Coaching and Development is always adding new content.  Contact 

us today to see how we can work together to bring out the most in your team and organization! 

 

Cost depends on the number of trainings 



Option 1 - One 60-minute session (plus some travel) $300 
Option 2 - Two 60-minute sessions (plus some travel) $500 
Option 3 - Two 60-minute sessions plus team building exercise (plus some travel) $550 
Option 4 - Three 60-minute sessions plus team building exercise (plus some travel) $775 
Option 5 – Four 60-minute sessions plus team building exercise (plus some travel) $1,000 

 


